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‘A true tour de force, in a class of its own from being well-grounded both in the science and in practical
experiences.’
Margaret J. Wheatley, author of Leadership and the New Science and other books
‘…a startlingly worthwhile read for a business manager keen to develop a practical understanding of different strategies with which to engage subordinates…a clever integration of ideas about leadership as well as
a practical guide…an entertaining, highly readable, well set out and informative book.’
Integral Leadership Review, January 2012
‘Obolensky’s research on chaos and complexity combined with leadership practice is thorough, detailed,
and more than a little persuasive…his arguments are supported by sound research and a strong familiarity
with organization dynamics…he manages to bring his research into practical organizational application…I
would recommend [this] book to those graduate-level students of leadership who are seeking to gain a
deeper understanding of the ways in which macro and micro currents of chaos and complexity are inviting continued organizational evolution and adaptive leadership. This book will also be a strong support to
researchers and scholars.’
Leadership and Organization Development Journal Vol 32, Issue 3
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Complex Adaptive leadership Ltd delivers top quality, high impact leadership development with
demonstrable ROI. They deliver to three levels, depending on client needs:
•Overview to raise awareness: short but highly interactive events (face to face or on line using a
leading edge virtual platform) that raise awareness of a new and powerful approach for organisational
performance.
•Encouraging individual leadership performance improvement: 1-2 day workshops which enables leaders
identify specific individual actions that they can employ to improve performance.
• Enabling organisational wide adaptive improvement: Modular programmes of the above plus
specific organisational wide changes to HOW things are done (rather than only adding initiatives), to
enable the whole organisation to become more adaptive and innovative for the challenges of the future.

Our clients – a truly global and locally effective approach

Industry Sectors: Oil and Gas, Pulp and Paper, Green Energy, Manufacturing, Aerospace/Aviation,
Defence, Packaging, Education, Legal Services, Pharmaceutical, Information Technology, Telecoms,
Health, Banking, Financing, Consulting, Insurance, Tobacco, National Audit, YPO/WPO
“Complex Adaptive Leadership (CAL)’s …… leading edge approach is changing the management DNA
of our company to face an increasingly complex and challenging future……”
Francisco Menezes, Leadership & Talent Development Programs Manager, Nokia
“Having attended many such courses over quite some number of years, I would consider CAL to be at
the very top for engagement & content”
Gerry Burke, MD Ireland, Astra Zeneca
“CAL’s pragmatic solutions provide pressurised individuals and teams with straight forward methods to
navigate through highly complex systems….”
Grant Evans, Senior Leadership & OD, National Leadership and Innovation Agency for
Healthcare
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